This article gives an overview of the Electric Energy Storage (EES) library, which is proposed for inclusion in the Modelica Standard Library. The library contains models with different complexity for simulating of electric energy storages like batteries (single cells as well as stacks) interacting with loads, battery management systems and charging devices. It is shown how the models are defined and how they can be parametrized. Finally, two example simulations are presented.
Introduction
Simulation is a commonly used technique to reduce costs during the design and development process. The energy storage system is a key issue, especially for electric vehicles. Basic models of electric energy storages (EES) are already included in the commercial SmartElectricDrives (SED) library [1] . The EES library, presented in this article, provides basic as well as more complex models for battery cells and for battery stacks. It includes models for battery monitoring and measurement, chargers, loads, sensors and battery management. This library can be used to simulate the behavior of electric energy storages in mobile devices, stationary applications and in transportation systems including hybrid as well as electric vehicles. The models of the EES library are designed as universally as possible so that even very specific scenarios can be simulated by varying the parametrization. In the future it is intended to include the EES library in This article shows how the EES library is structured, how the fundamental models are defined and which parameters are needed. Finally, two example simulations are presented. For implementing the EES library, Dymola 7.4 and Modelica 3.2 are used [2] [3] [4] .
Library structure
The EES library is structured as shown in Fig. 1 . The fundamental packages and models are now explained in more detail.
Batteries
The Batteries package contains models for cells as well as for stacks with serially connected cells and cells in parallel. Its structure is shown in Fig. 2 . 
Cells
In the Cells package there are two different types of cell models: Single and WithMeasurement. While the Single cell models are models of the battery cell only, the WithMeasurement cell models extend the Single cell models with basic measurement. Each of these models can either be a simple cell model with just an ohmic impedance (StaticResistance) or a more complex cell model considering basic self discharge, a variable ohmic impedance and a variable number of variable RC elements (LinearDynamicImpedance).
Single
The StaticResistance single cell model as well as the LinearDynamicImpedance single model are shown in Fig. 3 and combined in the Single package.
Both single cell models have a positive (pin_p), a negative (pin_n) and an optional temperature connector (heatPort). If the heatPort is not used, it can be disabled and the model operates at a fixed temperature ( ). The common parameters of the StaticResistance and the LinearDynamicImpedance cell models are given in Table 1 . For the StaticResistance single cell model additionally to Table 1, the parameter given in Table 2 is necessary. Instead, for the LinearDynamicImpedance single cell model, additionally to Table 1 the parameters given in Table 3 are necessary. Table 4 and the calculation of them are presented in the following.
Starting from the
with the removed charge
The open circuit voltage of a battery cell changes with and can be extracted from a lookup table between the charging voltage limit and the discharging voltage limit . This linearly interpolated lookup table for a lithium ion (Liion) battery cell [5] is exemplarily shown in Fig. 4 . ) of a Li-ion battery cell [5] .
The total transferred charge between and is
and the equivalent number of cycles
relates the total transferred charge to the cell capacity . Therefore, one cycle is equivalent to the charge transfer (regardless in which direction) of one full discharge and one full charge of the current capacity .
Both cell models consider basic aging, which can be divided into calendaric aging and aging due to cycling. Calendaric aging of a cell is estimated from the time and the absolute transferred charge defines the aging due to cycling. Aging of a battery mainly influences the capacity (decreasing) and the internal impedance (increasing).
The cell capacity
is temperature dependent and decreases with increasing time (calendaric aging) as well as with increasing transferred charge (aging due to cycling).
The difference between the StaticResistance and the LinearDynamicImpedance single cell model is the configuration of internal impedance on the one hand and the self discharge on the other hand.
The StaticResistance single cell model has just a single, temperature dependent, ohmic impedance, modeled as
It does not consider impedance increase due to aging.
In contrast, the LinearDynamicImpedance single cell model has an ohmic impedance and serially connected RC elements for the transient behavior of the electrodes of an electrochemical energy storage as shown in Fig. 5 [6, 7] . All ohmic impedances ( , 1 . . . ) are temperature dependent and have a linear dependency on state of charge , on the time (calendaric aging) as well as on the transferred charge (aging due to cy- 
and since there is no temperature dependency for capacitances considered
Moreover, the LinearDynamicImpedance single cell model considers basic self discharge which is linear dependent on the temperature, the time (calendaric aging) and the transferred charge (aging due to cycling).
While with the StaticResistance single cell model only the basic impedance behavior can be simulated, the LinearDynamicImpedance can be used to simulate single cells very accurate if the parametrization work is well done.
The capacity as well as the internal impedance (only with the LinearDynamicImpedance single cell model) can change due to aging and the state of health (and accordingly the state of sickness ) compares the current condition of a battery cell to its ideal (initial) condition. The is divided into the and : as shown in Fig. 6 . For a new cell, = 1 and = 1 and therefore also = 1. When the capacity decreases (due to calendaric aging or aging due to cycling) to ⋅ 0 (e.g. with = 0.8), = 0. Hence,
Similarly, when the sum of all internal, ohmic impedances
increases (due to calendaric aging or aging due to cycling) to ⋅ 0 (e.g. with = 2), where
= 0. Therefore, Fig.7 shows the dependency of and from and , respectively.
WithMeasurement
In the WithMeasurement package there are two cell models with measurement:
The StaticResistance and the LinearDynamicImpedance.
Both contain basic measurement and instances of the corresponding single cell model. Fig. 8 shows for example the LinearDynamicImpedance with measurement. The voltage, the current and the temperature of the single cell model are measured and provided with the singleCellBus (cf. section 2.7). The cell models with measurement have the same connectors as the single cell models (pin_p, pin_n and heatPort) but have additionally the singleCellBus. Therefore several instances of these can be connected together (serially and in parallel) and the basic measurement of each cell is done. The advantage of separating the cell models in Single and WithMeasurement models shows up when it comes to stacks and the current of each cell should be measured. Fig. 9 shows the icons for the Single and WithMeasurement for the StaticResistance cell as well as for the LinearDynamicImpedance cell models with enabled heatPort.
Stacks
Stacks are serially connected cells and cells in parallel as shown in Fig. 10 . The Stacks package is structured in the same way as the Cells package. There are Single and WithMeasurement stacks where each uses either the StaticResistance or Fig. 11 shows the icons for all different stack models. Therefore a separate thermal model can be considered. With the single cell connectors and an additional model even cell balancing can be simulated [8] .
From each single stack model (StaticResistance and LinearDynamicImpedance) there is also a version with measurement (StaticResistance 
Battery Management
In the current version of the EES library there is a voltage cycling device (VoltageCycling) implemented. Fig. 12 gives an overview about the VoltageCycling model and its parameters are given in Table 5 It basically has two boolean outputs to operate with loads and charging devices (cf. section 2.3 and 2.4). The cellBus can either be connected to a cell or a stack. During charging if of any cell is reached and the charging current of all parallel connected cells is below , the boolean output discharging gets true after . When of any cell is reached during discharging, the boolean output charging gets true after . Therefore it is possible to cycle a cell or a stack within its voltage limits and (in combination with a charging device and a load).
Chargers
In the Chargers package there is a constant current, constant voltage (CCCV) charging device modeled. A CCCV charging device charges a battery with a constant current until its is reached (constant current phase). Then a constant voltage is applied and the current decreases (constant voltage phase). The charging device is switched off when the charging current reaches the final charging switch off current (typically 5% of the 1h discharging current).
When the boolean input of the modeled charging device is true (e.g. the boolean charging output charging from the VoltageCycling model described in section 2.2), a current source provides a constant current. This current is controlled by a voltage input (e.g. the maximal cell voltage in a battery stack), a reference voltage (parameter ) and limited by the maximal charging current (parameter ).
Loads
In the Loads package there are models to discharge a cell or a stack to cover typical lab situations (for example discharging a battery with a defined current or power profile). In extension to the electrical current sources (a current source parametrized with a negative current can be used as a load) there are four different loads considered:
• BooleanExternalControlledLoad
• BooleanConstantCurrent
• BooleanConstantPower • SignalPower
All Boolean models have a boolean input on which for example can be connected to the boolean output discharging of the VoltageCycling model (cf. section 2.2). If on is false the cell or the stack is not being discharged.
Sensors
The Sensors package provides models to estimate the energy, the charge and the absolute charge from/to a cell or a stack. The models provided in the Electrical.Analog.Sensors package from the MSL are used and consequently extended.
Icons
In this package there are combined all icons used for the packages. 
Interfaces
There are two buses available: The CellBus and the ControlBus. The CellBus contains only measurable variables such as the cell voltage , the cell current and the cell temperature . It can be used when lab situations are simulated and only measurable variables are significant. It can also be used to test different battery monitoring systems, based on , and . The ControlBus contains the variables from the CellBus and additional the following: , , , and . It could for example be the communication between the battery management system and the control units in an electric vehicle simulation.
In the Interfaces package there are also bus adapters to extract/inject all these variables (Real values) from/to the CellBus as well as from/to the ControlBus. Figure 13 shows the structure of the CellBus and of the ControlBus with the usage of all bus adapters.
Examples
Two different examples are presented:
First a LinearDynamicImpedance single cell model with one ( = 1) RC element is parameterized according to [9] . A realistic current profile, gained from the FTP72 cycle is continuously applied to the parameterized model as well as to the real cell [10] . The FTP72 cycle is a standardized real life driving cycle that simulates an urban route of 12.07 km. This cycle is applied to a compact electric vehicle to extract the realistic current profile. The current profile is repeated starting from the full charged cell until it reaches discharging voltage limit . This experiment is performed at constant temperature and Fig. 14 shows the test cell in a climate chamber. parametrized using [5, 9] . The cells are cycled with a 40 A charging and a 40 A discharging current between = 4.1 V and = 2.7 V with a delay after charginging = 100 s and after discharging = 50 s. Cycling means continuously charging and discharging, which is a typical lab application for batteries. Fig. 16 shows the simulation arrangement with the charging device (charger), the battery management (cycling), the battery stack (stack), the discharger (load) and a switch (switch). Fig. 17 shows the battery stack current and the voltage from all three cells.
Conclusions
The Electric Energy Storage library, which is intended to be included in the Modelica Standard Library, has been described. The structure of the library and key parameters as well as the equations of the models for determining the output variables have been presented. Two typical lab tests for batteries have been simulated as an example to show the interaction of the models and to show the correctness of the model approach.
With the Electric Energy Storage library the user has a powerful tool to cover various applications of energy storages with simulation. In combination with existing libraries, (e.g. the SED) the behavior of electric energy storages and the interaction for example with the powertrain of an electric vehicle can be analyzed in detail. Future work will focus on including of thermal models of electirc energy storages and the coupling with the electrical models.
